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[Read by Simon Vance] Even more thrilling than Tarzan of the Apes is the sequel, The Return of

Tarzan. Combine the uncanny mystery of Conan Doyle, the vivid imagination of H. G. Wells, and the

thrill of Rider Haggard's stories and you'll know why Tarzan has proved to be one of the most

sensational figures in fiction. Tarzan had renounced his right to the woman he loved, and civilization

held no pleasure for him. After a brief and harrowing period among men, he had turned back to the

African jungle where he had grown to manhood -- a world he understood. It was there that he first

heard of Opar, the city of gold, a relic of the fabled Atlantis.  It was a city of hideous men and of

beautiful, savage women, a city ruled by La, high priestess of the Flaming God. Its altars were

stained with the blood of many sacrifices. Heedless of the dangers, Tarzan led a band of savage

warriors toward the ancient crypts -- and even more ancient evil -- of Opar.
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When I was a kid (thirty years ago) my dad had an old beaten copy of this book that my three

brothers and I readr, reread and probably took worse care of than we should have. I remember the

cover vividly- Tarzan fighting a lion, but dressed in what would be considered traditional Arab garb.

Every chapter had it's own illustration- THE TREASURE VAULTS OF OPAR featuring Tarzan

leaping across a wide chasm!I reread these books again in my teenage years and found this one to

be my favorite. I think I enjoyed it even more than TARZAN OF THE APES.The story begins with

Tarzan crossing the Atlantic after leaving Jane and her family on a train platform in northern



Wisconsin (a region of the world I call home) and meeting, not for the last time Rokoff and Paulvitch,

two Russian spies who make it their life's goal to humiliate and destroy the Ape Man. Their first

meeting includes Tarzan spoiling a plan to blackmail a Count and Countess who quickly become

Tarzan's friends.Later, in Paris, Rokoff and Paulvitch manipulate the Count into challenging Tarzan

into a pistol duel, which Tarzan both wins and loses.Tarzan arrives in Africa again later,

ignominiously tossed off a liner by the two mad Russians. He swims ashore and is immediately in

his element again.Meanwhile, Jane and her father, along with Cecil Clayton (Jane's fiance') arrive

ashore in Africa following a harrowing period on the ocean in a rowboat when their yacht

founders.Tarzan visits Opar, the fabled city of Atlantians where he dukes it out with savage men and

the beautiful high priest, La.How he and Jane reunite and Cecil's fate, as well as Tarzan claiming

his birthright are all part of a story that you need to read to enjoy.
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